CAREER APPAREL SELECTION 2017

Those associating as Female – New Employee Package (12 Items)

- Three (3) suits
  - Employee may choose from the following types of Blazers, Pants, and/or skirts
    - Metro II Blazer
    - Zoey Blazer
    - Greta Jacket
      - All Black, Navy & Grey
      - V-Neck Cardigan (can be ordered in place of a blazer)
        - Navy only
    - Jordan Straight Leg
    - Metro Pant
    - City Pant
    - Classic Pencil Skirt
    - Tailored Pencil Skirt
    - City Skirt
      - All Black, Navy & Grey
- Five (5) Blouses
  - White
  - Berry
  - Mango Tango
  - Aquamarine
  - Soft Pink
- One (1) Gingham Check
  - Light Blue Check
  - Employee may choose from the following types of blouses
    - Classic Blouse – Long Sleeve
    - Victoria Blouse – Short Sleeve
    - Panel Blouse – Short Sleeve
    - Cowl Neck Blouse – Cap Sleeve
    - Perfect Blouse – Short Sleeve, ¾ Length Sleeve or Long Sleeve
    - Gingham Check Blouse – Light Blue, Short Sleeve, ¾ Length Sleeve or Long Sleeve

Those associating as Female – Existing Full Time Employee Package

- One (1) suit
- Three (3) Blouses
- One (1) Gingham Check – Light Blue

Those associating as Female – Existing Part Time Employee Package

- Three (3) Blouses
- One (1) Gingham Check – Light Blue

Those associating as Men – New Employee Package (14 items)

- Three (3) Suits
  - James Blazer 2 Button
- James Pant – Classic Fit
  - Both Black, Navy & Grey
- Five (4) White shirts
  - James Dress Shirt
- One (1) Gingham Check
  - Light Blue
- Three (3) Ties
  - Herringbone Striped (Skinny)
  - Classic Florette (Skinny)
  - Vasari
  - Aquatooth

Those associating as Men – Existing Full Time Employee Package
- One (1) suit
- Two (2) White shirts
- One (1) Gingham Check – Light Blue
- Two (2) Ties

Those associating as Men – Existing Part Time Employee Package
- Two (2) White shirts
- One (1) Gingham Check – Light Blue
- Two (2) Ties